This team is just amazing! Thank you to all of you.
Last year, we had the opportunity to meet Christian Allio and his team at CRÉA (Centre de ressources
et d'Études Audiovisuelles - Université Rennes 2) with whom we worked on their needs to optimize
the management of the IP network and the various audiovisual protocols present in their
infrastructures. We discovered a team that had studied network issues and it was all the more
interesting because it was necessary to integrate into a system that included active elements managing
wavelength multiplexing.
Optical fibre is no longer a discovery at the University of Rennes since it has an independent and
permanent audiovisual network entirely dedicated to the transmission of audiovisual flows, on the
university campus but also with an extension to the city of Rennes (France – in Brittany).

After two years of operating optical fibre, first in 100m drums, then on the university network (a few
hundred metres), the CREA team has extended its capacity to produce remotely in the city, by creating
a dedicated audiovisual network with the FOR network (Fibre Optique Rennaise), developed and
maintained by Rennes Métropole.
The connections range from 10 to 20 kilometers.
This network makes it possible to transmit audiovisual information but also to have access to the
university's information system. To do this, they naturally work in collaboration with the institution's
ISD.

This is precisely where it is interesting to look at the situation. Let's discover together the technical
means deployed to make these connections and the associated human organization.
On campus, the Ghost architecture consists of three fixed machines positioned in three different
buildings: the video control room, the sound studio and the “tambour”, the performance hall of the
university. An additional mobile Ghost units allows to connect to the local network and to the city
network. Over this IP network, camera control information, audio via DANTE, intercom, supervision of
video mixers and sound consoles and the school's information system are transmitted.

AN EVENT AT THE FAMOUS OPERA OF RENNES!
This is a concert produced at the Opéra of Rennes, the latter's team will be in charge of sound and
lighting in the structure. The CRÉA team will provide video recording, mixing and audio recording, live
broadcasting at the “Tambour”, and video streaming on the net from the university located 10 km
away. Only a dual optical fiber link (2 strands of fiber) will be used to have all data transmitted
bidirectionally. To do this, the university team uses boxes integrating wavelength multiplexing
technology, of which below is a schematic diagram:

This principle is integrated in the Lansee and Fougerolle boxes below in the pictures.

By this way, it will then be possible to transmit all these flows via this dual optical fiber:
- Full HD video streams from cameras (EX Sony, HD130 Panasonic)
- 2 independent Ethernet ports of 1gb where the transmission links between the Opera
Ghost and the University Ghost are located
- Some analog or AES3 audio steams.

Ghost Architecture :

On the human side, the feelings of the Opera and University teams are unanimous. It is very
comfortable to work in this way because the different infrastructures remain located in dedicated
areas and it is no longer necessary to build spaces at the Opera dedicated to sound mixing and image
production. I think everyone has known these changing rooms or closets in which the control rooms
are located. Then via the intercom network, the two teams talk to each other in real time and it is very
simple to ask the Opera's stage technician to replace a microphone from the university. Finally,
assembly and disassembly times are considerably reduced, no more bulky transport, very few cables
to deploy.
In summary:
- Working comfort
- Saving time
- Monitoring of the entire network
- Possibility of simply linking several dates.
Don’ t hesitate to contact the CRÉA team for any further information - crea@univ-rennes2.fr
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